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• - what I’ m doing. Translate human languages via 
Machine.

• Natural Language Processing









• Machine Translation: Rule to Neural

• - rule, example-based, statistical, phrase-based, hierarchical 
structure, tree-best, forest, neural models

• Neural MT, sequence to sequence, attention, coverage

• - word embeddings, sequence to sequence encoding-decoding, 
attention, coverage, document/discourse level

• Chinese NLP, radical applications






• Apply Chinese Radical into Translation

• - how to apply radicals into MT

• - how to split character into radicals

• Combine radical-level MT with Neural Model

• - attention-based Neural MT

• - radical combination into input data
Combinations
Experiments












• Training: 1.25 million parallel Chinese-English sentences / 80.9 millions Chinese 
words and 86.4 millions English





• Broader Evaluation Metrics





• - in-depth analysis
MT evaluation metric LEPOR  








• Improve parameter optimisation/tuning models

• Include more testing data

• Include different domain data

• Reduce training data and test low-resource scenario

• This paper pre-print: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1805.01565.pdf 
Follow the project 
• LEPOR: https://github.com/poethan/LEPOR/ 
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